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The LiquidAssets database measures the distribution of
households by liquid asset holdings and further classifies
the distribution by maintainer age or household income.
Liquid assets are defined as holdings readily converted to
cash: mutual funds, stocks, bonds, term deposits, and
GICs, as well as chequing and savings accounts (but not
real estate). Built at the dissemination area (DA) level,
LiquidAssets provides users with a detailed view of the
liquid asset value of Canadian households. It features a
wide range of household maintainer age groups, income
classes, and asset classes; the income-by-asset grid
consists of income classes in increments up to
$300,000+. LiquidAssets is designed to provide users
with a deeper understanding of consumers’ overall
financial position.

What’s New
This release of LiquidAssets provides more granularity in high liquid asset brackets, introducing breaks
for $200,000-$300,000 and $300,000+ in addition to $200,000+ in previous vintages.

How It’s Used
Banks use LiquidAssets to size markets and calculate potential sales opportunities
for specific products like stocks, mutual funds, and GICs.
Fundraisers use LiquidAssets to find those donors with significant wealth beyond
what their household incomes would suggest, such as retirees on fixed incomes who
still have substantial spending power due to their sizable assets.
Luxury retailers use LiquidAssets to find high-value prospects based on high-income
levels and accumulated assets and can develop effective media strategies to target
them by integrating our PRIZM® segmentation system.

Sample Questions it can Answer
•
•
•

What are the average liquid asset holdings in my trade area for households with income
between $60,000 and $80,000?
Where can I find seniors with below-average annual incomes but large liquid asset
holdings?
Which LiquidAssets segments are present within my trade area? What wealth and
lifestyle characteristics do these segments reveal about the households in my area?
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